
 Are you tired of being constrained
 by the “false promises” associated
 with thes “last hired first fired” 
 high risk jobs, that keep you 
        bouncing from one dead 
           end promise to a 
              another?              another?

LEARN MORE...  High Demand - High ROI vs. Investment - Personal involvement

The Dawning of a Whole New Era in Financial Independence

Isn’t it somehat perplexing the lenght that many of us as African American investors will go
through to put our trust into investments within the general market place, with no  attention

given to the opportunities, right in our own communities?

The African American Connection is one such opportunity that only comes along once in a generation, when
demand for a product or service surpasses the virtues of desire or want and enter into the realm of neccesity.

In today’s climate “helping the citizens throughout our collective communities” discover a new path toward financial 
freedom enters into this realm of neccessity - whether our people are fully conscious of it or not!

Today we not only have the technology to more effectively manage our 1 trillion and growing dollars 
attributed to the consumer demands throughout our collective communities, we now have the most throughly researched 
solution to our collective historial economic dilemma, represented in the uniquely crafted and engineered business solution to our collective historial economic dilemma, represented in the uniquely crafted and engineered business 

model that we have chosen to title as “The African Americcan Connection.   

History has repeattly shown that success is always best acheived when “supply is able to meet a demand” and that the state of the ecomomy has no relevant
impact upn opportunity. The fact is, that more millionares were created during the great depression, than in any other  period throughout Ameerican history. 
The African American Connection is a real income opportunity founded upon real business ownership principles and designed with real African American

investors in mind!  
URL: www.aacforusbyus.com          Email: support@aacforusbyus.com         Phone: 833-367-2987 



InvestorsPak
Micro Investment Opportunity

Creating economic change through intelligent choice


